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SUMMARY

SIAS smart key technology will eliminate the need for you to ever change 
another lock or lose time and money waiting for new keys. All of your 
locks can be retrofitted with a smart core and easily programmed to a 
smart key with the use of your computer or phone at a fraction of the cost 
of traditional key cards and wired set up. 

Now, you can enjoy smooth transitions when employees leave or lose a 
key. With a few keystrokes on your device, you can program a new key, 
change permissions and continue with your with your day. Imagine taking 
a few stress-less minutes to fix an issue that used to take hours of stress, 
too much unplanned money spending and days to fix. SIAS can give you 
that peace.
.
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FITS ANYWHERE
Retrofits In any door, panel or 
file cabinet.

FUTURE PROOF NO RE-KEYING
No more lock replacement.

ACCESS CONTROL ATTRIBUTES
10% of the costs.

LOWER LIFE-CYCLE COST
Manage access based on users profile.

USER IDENTITIES ARE TIED TO KEY
Removes Unauthorized Access



OVERVIEW
The VeraPass system is unique and innovative. It enables organizations to transition 
from the traditional mechanical lock and key, to a sleek and seamless electronic lock and 
key system. The transition is simple, the system is reliable and utilizes the existing door 
hardware. 

SIAS offers benefits reserved for expensive access control systems, for a fraction of the 
cost. Organizations that upgrade to SIAS can remove all costs associated with future 
cutting of keys, issuing keys, and replacement of locks. 

SIAS system is a comprehensive lock & key management system that 
improves efficiency and removes security vulnerability associated with 
government buildings.

 

USER  
Each user receives a key with his or her access privilege.

KEY 
Each key holds user’s profile, recording all entry attempts and 
downloading data to kiosk.

LOCK 
The lock is programmed to grant secure access through the system’s 
software.

KIOSK 
Docking stations charges keys, authenticates user profiles and collect 
data.

USER
Integrated system configures and manages user profiles, keys and 
analytics through a single location or a network of locations.
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We’ve Got You Covered!
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